
 
 
 
 
 

 FAMiLie S are ARTiSTS, CRe ATORS, & Te ACHe RS! . 
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FAMILY CANVASES 

UNIT 1, SESSION 2: MY WHOLE SELF 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THEMES 

ART: drawing & PAINTING 

FAMILY: Looking, Listening, learning 

Reflection: Who are we now?  Who will we become? 
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RECAP & CLASS DESIGN 

— BUILDING OUR THEME — 
 

INSTRUCTOR RECAP 
In Session 1, family conversations mostly focused on the artwork of others, and the portraits created 
were only of family members’ faces.  
 

In Session 2, family members shared more about themselves, both literally and figuratively. Families 
practiced listening to one another and appreciating what is important to each other. The portraits 
created in this Session will showcase the “whole self,” and will incorporate both a head-to-toe 
depictions of themselves, and an object or symbol of personal importance (the latter will also be used to 
enrich the art and the family conversation in equal measure.) 
 

CLASS DESIGN 
This session builds on the overall theme of Unit 1: “family canvases.”  It continues to focus on individual 
families practicing active listening among adults and children. Starting in Session 2 and moving forward 
into all subsequent classes, we introduce revisiting artwork from the previous session to spur critical 
thinking among participants in Activity 1. This approach adds to our core class design and will flow  
forward into subsequent classes. 
 

The main objectives for Session 2 are listed below, synopses of class activities follows the list. 
 

● Family members converse and create art centered on objects of symbolic importance to them; 

● Families demonstrate confidence in their listening and creative skills when sharing their artwork. 

● The class continues to bond through group discussions and reflections.  
 

SESSION SYNOPSIS — LEARNING 
Session 2 begins by revisiting Amy Sherald’s Miss Everything, looking at the entire portrait, this will serve 
to set up the family art project near the end of the Session (Activity 5). As participants see the entirety of 
Sherald’s subject, they will see that the portrait contains several objects that lend meaning to the piece.  
 

After the  reveal, participants will engage in conversations about the choices the artist made regarding:  
 

1. Value and space, two new elements of art introduced in this session; 

2. The purpose, inclusion and stylistic representation of objects,  

3. What the objects might mean to the person in the portrait; and  

4. How the objects tell us more about the subject and convey a sense of her “whole self.” 
 

SESSION SYNOPSIS — CREATING 

In Session 2, participants will have the opportunity to practice drawing an object from observation, and 
then reflect on and share about objects and/or symbols that are important to them. They will then 
create self-portraits and portraits of each other that incorporate these objects/symbols of importance in 
the ways they feel best conveys their story of “self.” 
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OVERVIEW: UNIT 1, SESSION 2 

— MY WHOLE  SELF — 
 

REFERENCE ARTWORKS for group discussion and the lesson on portraits. 

  
Left: Miss Everything (Unsuppressed Deliverance), by Amy Sherald, 2014 

Right: Portrait of Michelle Obama, by Amy Sherald, 2018 

 NOTE: Last class, only the head and neck were shown. We reveal the head-to-toe portrait today. 
 NOTE: Miss Everything is the main reference. Instructor can share Sherald’s Michelle Obama portrait 
at will based on class interest, etc. 

 

SUMMARY Family participants share stories about an object or symbol of personal importance. 

FAMILY FOCUS Sharing important memories, Active listening 

ELEMENTS OF ART Value and Space 

ART PROJECTS Family Portrait with Objects/Symbols of Significance to the Family 

CLASS FLOW 1. Session 2 begins by revisiting Amy Sherald’s work, looking at the entire portrait to 
see new objects. The Instructor leads participants in conversation about the choices 
the artist made in terms of value and space as well as terms learned last session — 
line, shape, and color. 

 2. Next, the Instructor prompts an activity on the meaning of objects and symbols. 
Participants will first practice quickly drawing an object from observation followed by 
a discussion where they share why the objects and/or symbols they chose to depict 
are important to them. 

 3. Drawing the lessons from the discussion, family members will create self-portraits 
and portraits of each other that include objects/symbols of importance. 

 4. Lastly, the sessions ends with a group reflection exercise about new skills learned 
and new insights participants gained about their family member(s). 
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MATERIALS CHECKLIST: UNIT 1, SESSION 2 
 

PARTICIPANT MATERIALS 

Can be given to families to keep, or, collected and stored at program site – Instructor’s discretion. 
 

❏ Family Guidebook (distribute 1 per family) 

❏ Family Art Kits (distribute 1 per family if participants left them at the program site) 
❏ Sketch pads (received by families in the previous session) 
❏ Object(s) of importance (brought to class) 

 

INSTRUCTOR MATERIALS 
 

❏ FACT Unit 1, Session 2 Lesson Plan 

❏ Chart paper and/or board 

❏ Object(s) of personal importance 

❏ Markers (whiteboard, or other of using chart paper) 

❏ Pencils (for demonstrating sketching) 

❏ Portfolio case (to store participant artwork at the program site) 

❏ Water and snacks (stored at the program site, families self-serve in class) 

❏ Elements of Visual Art (poster or handout, also available in the Family Guidebook) 

❏ Projected image/handout of the entire portrait:  
 

❏ Amy Sherald |Miss Everything,  2014  
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/eeMtcV2i2Cw/maxresdefault.jpg 

 

❏ Amy Sherald |Michelle Obama, 2017  
http://npg.si.edu/exhibition/former-first-lady-michelle-obama-artist-amy-sherald  

 

ART PROJECT MATERIALS 
 

❏ Sketch pad to practice shapes for the patterns needed 

❏ Sharpies to create patterns and later draw more features 

❏ Colored pencils and markers to add colors to portraits 

❏ Poster paper for mounting, or 4, 9” x 12" pieces of construction paper taped together 

❏ Extra multi-color construction paper for patterns such as strips/cuts of construction paper to 
add texture/layers of portrait features like hair, eyes, clothes, background elements. 

❏ Safety scissors to cut out shapes 

❏ Glue sticks to layer construction paper into shapes for the portrait 

❏ Tape, if needed 

❏ Optional: Instructor can introduce watercolor if they wish. The correct paper is in the Art Kit. 
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AGENDA: UNIT 1, SESSION 2 
 
 

What We’ll Learn 
Today, we will expand our sense of how a portrait can tell the story of a person’s life and self-image.  We 
will share objects of importance to ourselves, and tell stories about what those objects have meant to our 
own lives and maybe also the life of our families.  We will revisit Miss Everything...and discover that there 
is more to her story than met our eyes last time!  She will give us new ways of creating pictures that show 
what we want others to see and know about us and our families.  For our “Creating Portraits Together” 
project, we’ll use our objects and brief stories as ways to create portraits depicting our whole selves. 

Class Materials 
 

❏ Family Guidebook 
❏ Your Family FACT Art Kit & Sketchbook 
❏ Your artwork from Session 1 
❏ Art or stories from to share with the class 
❏ An object with family and/or personal significance to your life and sense of yourself 

 

Art Class Agenda 
➢➢ Welcome!     1 Minutes 

➢➢ Activity 1   5 Minutes 
Revisiting our Artwork 

➢➢ Activity 2 15 Minutes 
Introduction to Elements of Art: Value and Space  

➢➢ Activity 3 25 Minutes 
Exploring objects in portraits 
 

➢➢ Break 
 

➢➢ Activity 4 

10 Minutes 
 
15 Minutes 
Active Listening: Sharing what’s important 

➢➢ Activity 5 90 Minutes 
Family Art Project 
Part 1: How did the artist do it? (10 minutes) 
Part 2: Time to Create!                 (80 minutes) 

➢➢ Activity 6 10 Minutes 
Sharing Your Art & Thoughts 

 

➢➢ End of Class 
 

  5 Minutes 
Reminders, Homework & Bonus Art Projects! 
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WELCOME: UNIT 1, SESSION 2 

— 5 MIN — 
 

PREP: 
❖ Display artwork created by families in the previous session. Activity 1 employs this display. 
❖ Invite families to take a look at the art as you welcome them into class 
❖ Allow for the class to settle in. 
❖ Officially welcome the class. 

 

PART 1: Warm welcome (1-2 min. max) 
 

➢➢ Script 

Welcome back! I hope you had a great week. We’ll go over today’s agenda and recap what we 
did last week in a moment. This is our second class together and the theme we’re exploring is 
Family Canvases, and we’ll continue to share stories about ourselves and our families in class.  

 

PART 2: Recap (1-2 min. max) 
 

➢➢ Script 
Last week we explored the Elements of Art, learned the basics of portraits, practiced active 
listening skills between kids and adult family members, and made portraits of our family 
members’ faces.  
 

Here‘s what we did together, we: 
 

○ Learned how artists uses lines, shapes, and colors to tell a story. 
○ Defined portraits and described the story in a portrait with Elements of Art. 
○ Practiced active listening to learn how our family members see themselves. 
○ With all we learned in class, we created portraits of our family members. 

 
PART 2: Class Intro (1-2 min. max) 
 

➢➢ Script 
Today, we explore more Elements of Art, learn how objects in portraits can help tell a story, 
practice active listening and storytelling skills family members, and incorporate objects that are 
important to our family members in making head-to-toe portraits of them that tell a fuller story 
of their whole-self.  
 

Here’ our agenda for the day, we’ll: 
 

○ Learn how artists use value and space to tell a story. 
○ Expand the story told in a portrait by incorporating objects. 
○ Practice active listening when hearing the stories that shape our families. 
○ With all we learn in class, we create head-to-toe portraits of family members. 
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ACTIVITY 1: REVISIT OUR ARTWORK 

— 5 MIN — 
 

Purpose 
Oftentimes in daily life, families engage in very separate activities. Talking about a shared experience can serve 
to bring them closer together. This activity also allows families to build on the communication skills they 
explored in Session 1 by giving them a common topic to talk about, the art they created together. 

 

PART 1: Revisiting our Artwork (5 min.) 
 

● Invite families to walk up and take a look at the class’s work from from last week. 
● Ask participants to return to their seats, or circle up around the displayed art. 
● Briefly highlight aspects of some of the work.  
● Facilitate class discussion on the artwork. 
● Ask volunteers to share how their families practiced art and listening skills at home. 
● Below is a sample script, feel free to truncate it. 

 

➢➢ Script 

● Everyone, come on up and take a few minutes to look at your art projects from the last session. 
● We’ll have a quick discussion right after.  
● I’d really like to highlight some excellent work (aspects from various participants’ art pieces.) 
● As you view the art, keep these questions in mind:  

 

○ What stands out about my portrait-- smiles, colors, lines, a story? 
○ What does the portrait tell you about me? 
○ What could be added to my portrait to give you a fuller sense of my story? 

 

● Before we dive into this session, did you get a chance to practice the art and listening techniques 
we covered last week? Would anyone like to share? 

 

TIP: Since participants may arrive at different times, consider posting the questions on a board/chart  
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ACTIVITY 2: INTRO TO ELEMENTS OF ART — VALUE & SPACE 

— REFERENCE & PREP — 
 

Purpose 
An introduction to an artist’s vocabulary offers families a common lexicon to use when discussing a work of art, 
and an understanding of the elements of visual art that they can begin to use later when creating their own 
work. This session, we introduce Value and Space through modeling, practice, and analyzing a portrait. 
Participants revisiting the Reference Artwork from Session 1, “Miss Everything,” and analyze it with the new 
concepts learned.  
 

Objectives 
● Family members use active listening skills to draw details described by each other; 
● Family members communicate clearly using art vocabulary; and 
● Family members demonstrate an understanding of the elements of art by using specific art terms to 

describe and analyze artwork. 

 

Intro:    Elements of Art:  
Value and Space         (1-2 min.) 

 

Introduce elements of value and 
space by modeling, practice, 
and analyzing a portrait. The 
portrait to be analyzed is a 
“Reference Artwork” to point 
out techniques throughout the 
class. The Elements of Art 
Poster is also in the participants’ 
Guidebook. 

 

➢➢ Script 

● Last Session, we explored the art 
elements of Line, Shape, and 
Color.  

 

● This Session we will focus on the 
elements of Value and Space, 
which are often used to indicate 
what is most important in a 
work of art - what the artist 
wants the viewer to pay special 
attention to and engage with. 
 

 
 
 

● Go to next page for activity. 
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ACTIVITY 2: INTRO TO ELEMENTS OF ART — VALUE & SPACE (cont’d) 

— 15 MIN — 
 

ABOUT PARTS 1 & 2 
 

● Introduce the concept 
● Then, model different techniques to show degrees of value and space using a pencil, or paint.  
● Try modeling the techniques between the Scripts. 
● Allow time for participants to practice these techniques in their sketchbook. 
● Part 3 synthesizes the items during family discussion. 

 

PART 1:  Value (5 min.) 
 

➢➢ Script 

When artists make choices about Value, or Value Contrast, they choose how light or dark they 
want certain parts of their work to be. The difference in light and dark can draw attention to 
certain aspects of an artwork. Bold, dark shading on a very light background draws the viewer 
deeper into the painting. We can do this by pressing harder or more lightly with a pencil or 
crayon, spacing out lines and dots or making them closer together, or by mixing different hues of 
a color. To make a color lighter, we add more white. To make it darker, we can add black. 
 

TIP: Model two examples, one with a dark object placed on a light background, and vice versa. 

 

PART 2: Space (5 min.) 
 

➢➢ Script 

Another way we can show that something is more important or less important is by where we 
place it in our artwork in relation to other things, or how big or small you make something. This 
is the art element of Space. For example, the things you make bigger will appear to be closer and 
more important than those that are smaller and look farther away.  
 

TIP: Model size first, then add different object to examples to demonstrate the use of space. 
 

PART 3: Putting it altogether, Family Discussion (5 min.) 
 

➢➢ Script 

Now that we have explored Value and Space, take a moment to discuss these Elements with your 
family, and think about how you could use them in portraits as you discuss the following: 

 

○ What are some objects in your life that possess particular importance to you?  
 

- Kids: toy, pet, clothing, an item belonging to adult the child is attached to.  
- Adults: something personally important...a photo, musical instrument, heirloom. 

 

○ Where in a painting would you place such objects?  
 

○ How big would the objects be in the painting? 
 

○ How would you use the techniques of value to emphasize the importance of the objects? 
Remember, value is when you make something brighter or darker. 
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ACTIVITY 3: EXPLORING OBJECTS IN PORTRAITS 

— 25 MIN — 
 

Objectives 
● Identify choices made by the artist in terms of value, and space; 
● Explore why the artist made these choices and what is important to the person in the portrait. 

 

PART 1: Transition &  Intro to Activity 3 (1 min.) 
 

➢➢ Script 

● Last week, we created portraits of ourselves focused on our face. However, our faces do not tell 
our entire story. You also shared some stories with your family member at home between last 
week and now. How many of you learned something new about your family member? 

 

● We began this Session by revisiting the work you did last week, and now we will also revisit the 
Amy Sherald piece we looked at last week, but here’s the secret - it was not the entire portrait! 
Today we will work towards representing more of ourselves through our portrait work; not only 
from head-to-toe, but more about what is important to each of us. 

 

PART 2: Identifying the Artist’s Use of Value and Space to Interpret a Portrait (about 9 min.) 
 

● Display the Reference Artwork: Amy Sherald’s Miss Everything (Unsuppressed Deliverance)  
● Highlight the Value and Space choices the artist made to convey importance in the artwork. 
● Facilitate a discussion about the portrait.  
● On the board/chart paper, make a chart to track the main ideas that come across in discussion.  
● Participants have the outline for chart in their Guidebook to copy into their sketchbook. 

 

➢➢ Script 

● For this exercise, we’re going to step inside the artist’s point of view and the world of the 
painting. We’ll discuss how the artist uses Value and Space to tell a story about the life of the 
person in the portrait. Feel free to share your viewpoint and how you connect with the painting. 

 

○ What is the story that the painting is telling you? 
○ How do you connect with the painting?  
○ What objects did Amy Sherald place in the painting? Why do you think she chose those? 
○ What in the painting has the greatest importance to you and why? 
○ If the person, object, or image with the greatest importance in the portrait had a life, 

what do you they would perceive, feel, think, believe, sound like, or care about? 
○ What do you notice about how the artist uses Value and Space to emphasize the most 

important aspects of the portrait that you connected with? 

 

 Personality Connection Value Space 

Person     

Hat     

Teacup     

Other …     
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ACTIVITY 3: EXPLORING OBJECTS IN PORTRAITS (continued) 

— 15 MIN — 
 

PART 3: Transition to Introduce Objects (1 min.) 
 

● Summarize the class’s observation on the significant objects in Miss Everything. 
● Share an  object of importance you brought to show the class, explain its significance to you. 

 

➢➢ Script 
Miss Everything’s hat, gloves dress, and teacup are all powerful clues to who she is and what is 
important to her.  

 

As a class you observed (include your summary of the class’s main observations here.) 
 

Your homework from the previous class was to bring an object from home that is important to 
you and reflects your interests. I brought one that I’d like to share with you!  
 

The story behind this object is (share the reason why the object is important to you.) 
 

TIP: In addition to value and space, try to highlight good examples of line, shape and color — 
the Elements of Art learned in the last session. 
 

TIP: When choosing the object you are sharing, choose something that tells about your 
interests, and also consider how sketching the object will give participants insight into using 
value and space. Think about using something that would be a good choice for a still life. 
 

PART 4: Sharing Object, Practice Sketching (about 14 min.) 
 

● Ask the class to bring out the objects they brought (last session’s homework) 

● Ask if one or two participants would like to briefly share their object.  

● Prompt the class to open up their sketchbooks and sketch along with you. 

● Begin drawing some of the objects the class shared, or draw the object you brought. 

● Sketch an object a class member shared, or the one you brought. 

● Provide time for participants to practice sketching the object along with you. 

● While sketching,  emphasize how you are using value and space, reviewing the elements of line, 
shape, and color explored last session as needed. 

 
 
 
 
 

!!!   BREAK 10 MIN   !!! 
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ACTIVITY 4: ACTIVE LISTENING -- SHARING WHAT’S IMPORTANT 

— 15 MIN — 
 

Purpose 

In Session 1, family members described the artwork of others. Here, they share a life story that is symbolized in 
objects of personal or familial significance. Then they practice visualizing, drawing, and retelling one another’s 
narrative. In this way, families continue to sharpen active listening skills, gain insight into one another’s lives, 
and revisit the bonding experience beyond class by reaching for the tangible objects they shared in their stories. 
 

Objectives 
● Strengthen family bonds by sharpening active listening. 
● Identifying, sharing, and describing objects that signify personal importance. 

 

PART 1: Intro. — Sharing Stories of Importance & Sketchnoting (1 min.) 
 

➢➢ Script 
You have to hear a story, understand it, pick out the important objects and details in it, and 
decide the value, space and colors of elements in the painting to retell the story.  
 

You also have to remember the story. Artists use a technique called “sketchnoting” where they 
make simple, small drawings to help them remember the story. They can always go back to the 
sketchnotes to figure out what they want to put in the painting, drawing, or other art they make. 

 

PART 2: Active Listening/Clear Communication Family Exercise (7 min.) 
 

1. The adult family member’s role is to share a brief, significant life story with the child. 
 

2. The kid’s role is to actively listen and pay attention, they can only communicate their empathy 
to the storyteller by using facial expressions. 

 

3. It’s important for the child to pay attention to any objects that their adult mentions in the story. 
 

4. While listening, the child draws object in their sketchbook to help them remember the story.  
 

5. Emphasize the drawings can be stick figures, shapes, or symbols.  
Explain that this technique of note taking is called “Sketchnoting.” 

 

6. Begin the exercise, allow time for the adult to tell their story while the child takes sketchnotes. 
 

7. After the story, the child will retell the story to the adult, using their visual notes as a guide. 
 

8. Time permitting, repeat the process with the child as storyteller and the adult sketchnoting. 

 

PART 3: Practicing Drawing Important Objects (about 10 min.) 
 

● Prompt families to to think about the object of personal significance they brought that and. 
sketch the objects. Provide time for the process. Walk around the room to help participants. 
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ACTIVITY 5: ART PROJECT 

— 95 MIN — 
 

Purpose 
Creating Portraits Together continues on the road to strengthening family bonds by engaging families in a 
shared creative experience. This Session’s work will be more collaborative, with the guardian playing a more 
active role in the final product rather than just coaching and encouraging. 
 

For families with multiple children and varying age groups, the adult can give more support to the younger 
participants. Adults with older children can take a more active role by experimenting with more details in their 
portraits. The most important thing to keep in mind is encouraging active listening, collaboration, and creativity. 
 

Objectives 
● Strengthen family bonds through communication and collaboration; 
● Create a portrait with an object or symbol of personal importance. 

 

PART 1:  How did the artist do it? (10 min.) 
 

● Return to the Reference Artwork by Amy Sherald. Ask participants to look at the painting. 
 

● Discuss how she created the body--note how much space is used on the canvas versus the pose. 
 

● Share that the artist had help in capturing the right pose for the painting: 
○ She asked her subject take several poses until there was one she really liked, and  
○ Then painted her, adding her own coloring, clothing, and of course, the cup.  

 

● Today, families practice making a portrait of their family members in their favorite family activity 
— family fun poses! 

 

● Tell the class It’s helpful to think about what our poses will be in the picture. 
 

● Share that poses do not have to be complicated, ask the class to practice them for a moment. 
 

● Finally, model the process 
 

○ Ask the class what their favorite family activity is,  
 

○ then call on a volunteer to demonstrate the activity and hold a pose.  
 

○ If they can hold the favorite object they brought to class, even better!  
 

○ Quickly sketch the basic outline of the pose so the class can follow along, point out the 
basics of the pose, such as where joint bend. 

 
NOTE: Participants do not have prompts in their Guidebook for this exercise. 

 
PART 2:  Time to Create! (85 min.) 
 

● Proceed to the next two pages for an overview and creative steps for the art project. 
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ACTIVITY 5: ART PROJECT (continued) 

— 95 MIN — 
 

 

 
The basic head-to-toe portrait with symbols around 

them to identify what is important to the person. 
We’re going to build off of this to include two 

family members in an activity they enjoy together. 

 

 
This is an abstract family portrait. Feel free to use 
the style, colors, shapes, materials, and Elements 

of Art that work for you! 

!! TIME TO CREATE !! 
— Family Art Exercise: Family Activity Portraits With Objects of Importance (50 min.) — 

Last week, we created portraits of family members’ faces. Our face tells an important part of our story, 
not the whole story. You also shared stories with your family at home between last week and now. 
Today we will work towards representing more of ourselves and our family stories by using value and 
space in our portrait work. We’ll create head-to-toe portraits of a favorite family activity that 
incorporate objects that are important to us and help tell more of our story. 
 

★ Adults, please help the kids create the shapes, features, and cutting. Feel free to place your 
hand over your child’s to help them out.  

 

★ Kids, please try telling your adult family members what you need help with.  
 

★ Families, feel free to talk amongst yourselves as you think through the portrait features and 
bring your portrait to life! 

 

Materials: 
❏ Sketch pads, to practice drawing poses and sketch a plan for the final art piece 
❏ Color pencils, black Sharpies & color markers 
❏ Poster paper, or 4 pieces of construction 9” x 12” multicolor construction paper taped together 
❏ Extra construction paper for features 
❏ Tape, if needed 
❏ Safety scissors to cut out shapes and objects 
❏ Glue sticks to layer construction paper shapes or objects to the portrait. 
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ACTIVITY 5: ART PROJECT (continued) 

— 95 MIN — 

CREATIVE STEPS 
 

Step 1 - Decide on the Picture 
Have a conversation about things you like to do together as a family. Decide on one activity/pastime 
that will be represented in the portrait (cooking, reading, sports, laughing singing). Make quick 
sketch-notes  of the picture to get a sense of the picture.  

 

Step 2 - Pick Poses 
Choose a pose for the adult family member and the kid. Adults and kids, take turns practicing the pose 
for the family activity you selected and quickly sketch the head-to-toe poses that will be in your portrait 
today. Don’t worry about getting the sketches perfect!  
 

Step 3 - Choose Objects and Symbols 
Choose up to 5 objects to place in your family action portrait that provide details about the family 
activity you are portraying. One object should be something that is important to the adult and kids in the 
family, this object should be given high importance in the portrait. The other objects can surround the 
portrait, they can be words on pieces of paper that are important to the adult or kids, cutouts of drawn 
objects, or drawn directly on the portrait. Make quick sketch-notes  of the objects to get a sense of the 
picture.  

 

Step 4 - Mock-Up 
Using your sketchpad and pencils, make a small, sketch of the overall picture that you want to create on 
the large poster paper.  
 

Step 5 - Transfer to Poster 
Work together to draw a larger version of the sketch of your family onto the poster paper or four 
squares of taped together. Trace the important features with black sharpies or colored markers. 
 

Step 6 - Add Objects, Details and Colors! 
Together, both adults and kids fill in the details of the face, body, and objects together. You can use 
construction paper cut outs for features and use markers to add color, as we did in the last session. 
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ACTIVITY 6: SHARING & REFLECTION 

— 5 MIN — 
 

Purpose 
Up to this point, most communication has been between guardian and child. In this activity, families will begin 
to get to know one another by sharing the portrait they have created. 
 

It is also important for participants to reflect on their experience each session in order to recognize how they are 
growing as an artist and in their relationship with their guardian/child. This reflection is also designed for them 
to notice the talents and assets that exist in their family. 
 

Lastly, it is helpful for family members to practice the communication skills built in class back at home. 

 

PART 1: Sharing (4 min) 
 

● Ask families to share their artwork and thoughts about the class.  
● Ask participants to share their artwork as a family to the other families in class. 
● For added value, your can ask come of the kids to present the adult’s portrait, and vice versa. 
● Below is a sample script with suggested questions. 

 

➢➢ Script 

Congrats on finishing your first in-class art project! Share your art with the class and  
 

○ What does your portrait say about your family? 
○ Adults and kids, take turns in describing the important object in your portraits. 
○ How did you use active listening to complete the project? 
○ Is there a common story across the portraits all the families in class made? 

 

TIP: Take a few notes on what you observe. This way you can help fill in the blanks to the program 
officer in case a participant is uncomfortable writing. 
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END OF CLASS: REMINDERS, HOMEWORK, BONUS ART PROJECTS! 

— 5 MIN — 
 

PART 1: Reminders for Next Class, Date & What to Bring 
 

➢ Script: 

Please bring a picture that represents who you want to be 10-20 years from today. This picture 
can be a photo, or a drawing by someone else.  It doesn’t have to be OF you or BY you--it just has 
to represent a dream/hope/aspiration that you also have!  We’ll use these pictures as inspiration 
for our art project in the next session. 
 

Reminder Items: 
❏ The next class is ______________________________ 
❏ A photo or drawing that represents who you want to be 10-20 years from today. 
❏ FACT Art Kit and Sketchbook 
❏ Artwork from Sessions 1 and 2 you took home 
❏ Art or stories from your week to share (if you want) 
❏ Your Object(s) of Importance from today’s Session 

 

PART 2: Homework - Family Communication Skills 

● Prompt: What is a way to continue the communication and art skills practiced today at home? 

➢ Script: 
Let’s continue to practice the art and listening skills we learned here at home. Here are some 
ideas that might help. Feel free to come with your own! 
 

○ Share an important memory with a family member.  
○ Remember to use Active Listening.  
○ Talk about what that event made you feel, and what you learned. 
○ Try drawing what your family member shared with you. 

 

PART 3: Homework - Family Reflection 
● Assign reflection exercise to do as homework. 

➢ Script: 
With your family, complete the reflection questions on pages 13-14. 
You can write or take a 30 second video and share it with me at the next class. 

 

PART 4: Bonus Art Project! 
● Share the Bonus Art Project below. 
● Ask families to help tidy up the classroom. 
● Thank the participants, declare an end of the session. 

 

*BONUS PROJECT!  Self Shape - Tschabalala Self | The Art Assignment | PBS Digital Studios 
If you were a shape, what shape would you be? Tschabalala Self’s work explores ideas surrounding being 
African American woman. Check out her art assignment, instructions are in the video link! 
Video: www.pbs.org/video/art-assignment-tschabalala/  
 

—  END OF CLASS  — 
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http://www.pbs.org/video/art-assignment-tschabalala/


 

END OF CLASS CHECKLIST 

— WHAT TO COLLECT — 
 

MATERIALS TO SEND TO PROGRAM OFFICER 

The items below  can be sent via email as attachments, or dropped in the Google Drive. 
 

❏ Roster / Attendance Sheet (updated U1S1 attendance sheet is fine.) 

❏ Pre-Class Survey (if needed, this and Enrollment Forms should be on file from the orientation.) 

❏ Enrollment Forms, Emergency Contacts, Media Release Form, Code of Conduct (same as above.) 

❏ Reflection Worksheets: Unit 1, Session 2 (a completed worksheet or video per family.) 

❏ A total of 2-5 photos of the class that capture: family exercises, group discussions, creating art. 

 

ART & CLASS MATERIALS TO STORE AT PROGRAM SITE  

Collect and store the materials used in class at the program site, these are mostly the shared art supplies. 
 

❏ Art from Activity 5, stored in the portfolio case for the Instructor 

❏ Sharpies 

❏ Markers (whiteboard and for art) 

❏ 9” x 12" multi-color construction paper 

❏ Safety scissors  

❏ Glue sticks 

❏ Tape 

❏ Water and snacks 

❏ Projector and associated wires (if provided by program site and used in class) 

❏ If families are leaving their art kits, sketch pads, and Family Guidebooks at the program site, 
collect and store the items accordingly.  
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